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Abstract 

Malicious programs have been a serious threat for the confidentiality, integrity and 

availability of a system. Different researches have been done to detect them. Two 

approaches have been derived for it i.e. Signature Based Detection and Heuristic 

Based Detection. These approaches performed well against known malicious 

programs but cannot catch the new malicious programs. Different researchers tried to 

find new ways of detecting malicious programs. The application of data mining and 

machine learning is one of them and has shown good results compared to other 

approaches. 

A new category of malicious programs has gained momentum and it is called 

Spyware. Spyware are more dangerous for confidentiality of private data of the user 

of system. They may collect the data and send it to third party. Traditional techniques 

have not performed well in detecting Spyware.  So there is a need to find new ways 

for the detection of Spyware. Data mining and machine learning have shown 

promising results in the detection of other malicious programs but it has not been used 

for detection of Spyware yet.  

We decided to employ data mining for the detection of spyware. We used a data set of 

137 files which contains 119 benign files and 18 Spyware files. A theoretical 

taxonomy of Spyware is created but for the experiment only two classes, Benign and 

Spyware, are used. An application Binary Feature Extractor have been developed 

which extract features, called n-grams, of different sizes on the basis of common 

feature-based and frequency-based approaches. The number of features were reduced 

and used to create an ARFF file. The ARFF file is used as input to WEKA for 

applying machine learning algorithms. The algorithms used in the experiment are: 

J48, Random Forest, JRip, SMO, and Naive Bayes. 10-fold cross-validation and the 

area under ROC curve is used for the evaluation of classifier performance. We 

performed experiments on three different n-gram sizes, i.e.: 4, 5, 6. Results have 

shown that extraction of common feature approach has produced better results than 

others. We achieved an overall accuracy of 90.5 % with an n-gram size of 6 from the 

J48 classifier. The maximum area under ROC achieved was 83.3 % with Random 

Forest. 
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1 Introduction 

Programs that have the potential to invade privacy and security of system are given a 

term Potentially Unwanted Programs (PUP) [2]. These programs include virus, 

Spyware, adware, Trojan, worms. These programs may compromise confidentiality, 

integrity, and availability of the system or may obtain sensitive information without 

the user's consent [24, 25]. There are many commercial inducements also which serve 

as fertile land to the industry to flourish and there will be an increase in PUP in future 

[1, 2].  

In start, virus was the only malicious threat and since then much research has been 

done in this area. A more recent type of malicious threat is Spyware. According to the 

University of Washington’s department of computer science and Engineering, 

Spyware is defined as “software that gathers information about use of a computer, 

usually without the knowledge of the owner of the computer, and relays the 

information across the Internet to a third party location” [4]. Another definition of 

Spyware is given as “Any software that monitors user behavior, or gathers 

information about the user without adequate notice, consent, or control from the 

user” [3]. Spyware may be capable of capturing keystrokes, taking screenshots, 

saving authentication credentials, storing personal email addresses and web form data, 

and thus may obtain behavioral and personal information about users. This can lead to 

financial loss, as in identity theft and credit card fraud [5]. 

The knowledge about Spyware is generally perceived as low among the common 

users [6] and the process of Spyware identification or removal is generally considered 

as outside of their competence [7]. Spyware may show characteristics like nonstop 

appearance of advertisement pop-ups. It may open a website or force the user to open 

a website which has not been visited before, install browser toolbars without seeking 

acceptance from the user, change search engine results, make unexpected changes in 

the browser, and display error messages. Furthermore, indications of Spyware include 

a noticeable change in computer speed after installation of new software, auto-

opening of software or browser, a changed behavior of already installed software, 
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network traffic without request, and increased disk utilization even in idle situations 

[14]. Some researchers have doubtingly predicted that advanced Spyware can 

possibly take control of complete systems in the near future [10].  

There is no single anti-Spyware tool that can prevent all existing Spyware because 

without vigilant examination of a software package, the process of Spyware detection 

has become almost impossible [11]. Spyware can be a part of freeware, plug-in, 

shareware, or illegal software. Normally, one would need a diverse set of anti-

Spyware software to be fully protected [9].  

Anti-virus program may not be capable of detecting the Spyware until it has been 

designed for this purpose [15]. Current anti-virus systems use signature-based 

methods or heuristic-based approaches against different malware. Signature-based 

Anti-virus systems use specific features or unique strings extracted from binary code 

[16, 17]. This method demonstrates good results for known viruses but lacks the 

capability of identifying new and unseen malicious code [16, 18, 20]. Heuristic-based 

systems try to detect known and unknown Malware on the basis of rules defined by 

experts who define behavior patterns for malicious and benign software [16, 20]. The 

heuristic method is considered costly and often ineffective against new Spyware [19].  

A heuristic approach, on the other hand, may detect novel threats with a reasonable 

accuracy. Anti-virus software is normally not designed with the focus on spyware but 

some experiments are done to prove that they can be used for Spyware detection. 

Consequently, we cannot be sure that they are capable of detecting new types of 

Spyware. So it may be possible to apply some other existing technologies that can 

help in finding new Spyware. 

A new approach that can be used for the detection of Spyware is data mining. Data 

mining is widely adopted in various fields such as weather forecasting, marketing 

campaigns, discovering patterns from the financial data for fraud detection, etc. Data 

mining uses historical data for the prediction of a possible outcome in future. Data 

mining is an application of machine learning that is a subarea of Artificial Intelligence 

(AI). Machine learning is a study of making a system intelligent that learns 

automatically to make correct predications or to act intelligently without human 

assistance. Machine learning encompasses with different fields especially statistics 

but mathematics and computer science as well. Reference [38] has applied data 
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mining approach for the detection of worms and built a classification model which 

secured 94.0 % of overall accuracy with random forest classifier.  

Many Spyware are considered legal but yet could be dangerous to the computer 

systems [26]. In 2005, the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) prosecuted Seismic 

Entertainment Productions and stopped them infecting consumer PCs with Spyware. 

According to the commission they had developed a method that detained control of 

computers nationwide by spreading Spyware and other malicious software and by 

flooding advertisements to their clients, this breach had made computers work slowly 

or stopped them from working. In the end Seismic released their anti-Spyware 

software to counter all problems that they themselves had created and earned more 

money than what had been earned previously by spreading the Spyware [4]. 
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2 Background  

 

This section explains different computer security terms. Since our work deals with 

Spyware with the help of data mining, a more detailed account of Spyware and data 

mining is presented. 

2.1 Computer Security 
Computer security is an attempt to prevent unauthorized access to information or 

destruction or alteration of that by unauthorized recipients. In other way it can be 

stated as “Computer security is an attempt to maintain Confidentiality, Integrity, and 

Availability (CIA) of information and resources”.  

2.2 Spyware  
A specific class of software which are installed on user’s computer without his 

consent and record user’s activity or behavior for sending to third party.  Spyware can 

be defined as:  

"Any software that monitors user behavior, or gathers information about the user 

without adequate notice, consent, or control from the user" [3]. 

Spyware may be capable of capturing keystrokes, taking screenshots, saving 

authentication credentials, storing personal email addresses and web form data, and 

other personal information. This can lead to financial loss, as in identity theft and 

credit card fraud [5].  Different kinds of Spyware are discussed below. 

 

Key loggers capture every keystroke on the system from keyboard and log them in 

encrypted or non encrypted text file. This log file can be transmitted automatically via 

email, access locally or downloaded remotely. Some specific types only store 

passwords but most of them store all keys.  

 

URL loggers keep track of online activities and record of websites visited by user. 

Screen recorder take snapshots of screen on any change in it or at regular basis. These 

logs and images may be stored on system or transmitted online 

 

Chat and email recorders maintain a log of every incoming or outgoing email/chat 

messages in sessions to hold private information. This personal information is stored 
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in a file with malevolent intent and accessed when needed or can be transmitted 

through email to a remote location. 

  

Adware normally keeps track of user's browsing and shopping habits and display 

related advertising in web browsers or in the forms of pop-ups. They are normally 

packaged with some other software and user's consent may be taken by mentioning 

clearly or hiding them in EULA. 

 

Web Bugs generate targeted advertisement pop-ups on the basis of action performed 

by the user such as search. They may also give server access to the cookies. 

 

Browser or page hijackers constitute Spyware that alter browser settings without user 

consent. The affected settings include: the homepage, favorites, bookmarks, changing 

of default search engine, error page, and disable partial or full functionality of the 

browser. This type of Spyware may also work as data miners and additionally they 

may show advertisements and unwanted material to the user.   

 

Users who use modem and telephone line for accessing Internet are affected by them. 

They do not steal any information. When they are installed, they add a new dial-up 

connection in "Dial-Up Networking" feature of Windows. Newly created connection 

automatically dials 900-type / toll free / pay-per-minute phone services. They cause 

heavy financial loss. 

 

Cookies/Trackwares/Data miners store small piece of information in the form of text 

files for web browsers to make websites more interactive for user. They record the 

personal information such as username, email address, location, and preferences of 

client. This information can be retrieved or sent back.   

 

Remote Administration Tools (RATs) normally consist of two parts; server and client. 

The server runs on the targeted system and the client connects to the server in order to 

control the system. Some RATs may allow monitoring activities in real-time.  
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Trojans bring hidden functionality in them. Normally they appear like legitimate 

software but may contain different Spyware ranging from adware to remote access. 

Trojans are considered lethal since they have the ability to contain multi-purpose 

malicious software.  
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3 Related Work  

 

Spyware as term appeared on October 16, 1995 in a Usenet post in which hardware 

which can be used for espionage was given this name. In 2000 the founder of Zone 

Labs, Gregor Freund, used Spyware as a term in a press release for their firewall 

product [49]. Since then Spyware has been present and attempts to prevent it have 

been made. Both traditional signature based detection and heuristic detection 

approaches, which are used against other malware, were used to identify Spyware 

also. These techniques were not proved efficient against new bread Spyware. In 2001 

reference [19] attempted to use data mining for detection of malware which attracted 

the attention of researchers. Since then experiments are performed for detection of 

Spyware by using data mining.  

Data mining is the process of analyzing electronically stored data by automatically 

searching patterns in it [22]. Learning algorithms are used to detect new patterns or 

relations in given data which are further used to develop a model. It has been used 

widely in different areas for detection of pattern and/or finding correlations between 

data and using them for unseen scenarios / situation. These properties of Data mining 

has drawn the attention of malware researchers and is used in the recent years to 

detect unknown malwares as a tool.  

Most of malware researchers used n-gram or API calls as their primary feature. N-

gram can be of a word or a character. An n-gram is a sequence of any text of a fix 

length or variable length. The analysis on the basis of word n-gram is normally done 

in language modeling and speech recognition [29], but usage of character n-gram was 

low. Reference [30] used character n-grams for text categorization. In experiments for 

detection of malware sequence of bytes extracted from the hexadecimal dump of the 

file was used as n-gram. Except these byte sequences, in some experiments data from 

end user license agreement [EULA], network traffic data and honeypot is also used.  

In 2001 reference [19] used data mining techniques for detection of malwares. They 

used three features i.e. resource information (DLL), consecutive printable characters 

(string) and byte sequence. Their data set consisted of 4,266 files. 3265 files were 

malicious and 1001 were benign programs. Ripper algorithm was applied on DLL. 
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Naive Bayes (NB) used string data and n-grams of byte sequence were used for Multi-

Naive Bayes. Data set partitioning was performed and two data sets were prepared i.e. 

test data set and training data set. Naive Bayes using strings performed best with 

97.11% accuracy. They also implemented a signature-based algorithm to compare 

their results from data mining algorithms over new malware. 

One study [27] attempted to develop a generic scanner against viruses to avoid 

problem of regularly updating the database file of the scanner by using data mining 

algorithms. Viruses were analyzed for a vector of features. The feature extraction 

from the viruses was automatic. Data set was same as [19]. They made the vector of 

byte sequence and used their frequencies of appearance in the virus class and benign 

class. The data set is divided into two parts for two experiments. One data set contains 

the feature vector of first byte (OpCode) of each instruction. Secondary data set 

contains the first two bytes consists of OpCode and first operand of each instruction 

as element. Their results showed that usage of OpCode produces better results than 

using OpCode and first operand by using Decision Tree (DT) and Naive Bayes. The 

Decision Tree performed better than Naive Bayes in accuracy, detection rate and false 

positive rate. They also recommended that proportion of virus and benign data set for 

training of the classification models is important because a good proportion may 

significantly change effectiveness of model. Method of finding good proportion was 

not reported and left for the future work.  

 

Reference [28] performed an experiment involving malware by using the Common N-

Gram Analysis (CNG) method. They built class profiles using the K-Nearest 

Neighbor (KNN) algorithm on a small data set of 65 files out of which 40 files were 

benign and 25 files were considered as malware. All of these files were extracted 

from e-mail messages. The size of the files ranged from 12.5 to 420 KB. They used 3-

fold cross validation and obtained a classification accuracy of 98%.  

 

 Another study [18] replicated the work of [19] on Spyware collected in 2005. The 

purpose was to check the usability of the technique against Spyware. Their data set 

consists of 312 benign (non-malicious) executables and 614 Spyware executables. 

They used Naive Bayes algorithm with a window size of 2 and 4 separately using 5-
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fold cross validation. Their experiment showed that their overall accuracy increases 

with a window size of 4.   

 

Reference [32] performed experiment on 22 virus families and 297 benign 

executables. The performed an exhaustive feature set and strives to obviate over-

fitting. They choose a sequence length of 8 bytes.  They also performed their 

experiment on shorter lengths of sequences ranging from 3-8. They got their best 

result at size of 5. They used ID3, J48, Naive Bayes, Sequential Minimal 

Optimization (SMO) algorithms in their experiment and used 5 fold cross validation.  

 

Reference [33] performed experiments against malware. They used inductive methods 

including Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive Bayes, and 

Boosting. They made different classifiers including Instance Based Learner, Term 

Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Naive-Bayes, Support Vector 

Machines, Decision tree, Boosted Naive Bayes, and Boosted Decision Tree. Their 

primary dataset for the study consisted of 1971 benign and 1651 malicious 

executables. They used n-grams of byte codes as features and choose top 500 n-grams 

as final set of feature. They used Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) for the 

analysis of their method. They area under ROC curved served as performance metric 

for them. They obtained best performance from boosted decision tree J48 with an area 

under the ROC curve of 0.996. 

 

Reference [34] extracted variable length n-grams and selected class-wise relevant n-

grams. They used classifier Ada Boost, J48. 250 viruses and 250 benign executables 

were collected. Byte codes were used as n-gram. ROC curves were used for 

comparison of different algorithms.  

 

In study [35], an experiment was performed on network traffic where malicious code 

was detected with the help of network scanner and then removed from the traffic. In 

step 2 remaining traffic was taken to detected unknown malicious code in it. Their 

primary data set contains 7694 malicious files and 22736 benign files. Neural 

Networks, Bayesian Networks and Decision trees are used for static code analysis. 

Two different types of features were used i.e. n-grams and Win32 executable’s 

Portable Executable header. They used the n-gram of 5. For reduction of feature 
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Selection they use Fisher’s Score (FS). Risk weighting line (Voting) gave best results 

and it showed measure of 0.983 by Area Under Curve (AUC).  

 

Reference [36] used text categorization of byte codes for unknown malware detection. 

Their data set consists of more than 30,000 files in which 7,688 were malicious and 

22,735 were benign. Initially they selected 5500 features and used Document 

Frequency (DF), Gain Ratio (GR) and FS for reduction of feature set. They used 

Decision Trees, Naive Bayes, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Support Vector 

Machines as classifier. Their first experiment showed that AAN and DT performed 

best. In the second experiment they got best results, with one third Malicious File 

Percentage (MFP) in total collection.  

 

Reference [37] almost repeated experiment done in [36] but they used OpCode, 

generated by disassembling the executables in replacement of byte sequence. 99% 

result was achieved when MFP was 15% or lower. They used identical data set of 

[36]. Their results showed that 2-gram OpCode is best, Fisher Score and the 

Document Frequency (DF) feature selection were better than the Gain Ratio. 

 

Reference [38] used Data Mining for detection of Worms. They used variable length 

instruction sequence. Their Primary data set consists of 2,775 Windows PE files, in 

which in which 1,444 were worms and 1,330 were benign. They performed detection 

of compilers, common packers and crypto before disassembly of files. Sequence 

reduction was performed and 97% of the sequences were removed. They used 

Decision Tree, Bagging and Random Forest models using. Random forest performed 

slightly better than the others.  

 

Reference [39] performed experiment for detection of Trojans. They used instruction 

sequence as their feature. Primary data set contains 4,722 files. 3,000 files were 

Trojans and the 1,722 were benign programs. Detection of compilers, common packer 

was performed on data set. Reduction of feature set was performed. Random Forest, 

Bagging and Decision Tree were used. ROC is used as performance criteria. The best 

results for false positive rate, overall accuracy and area under the ROC curve were 

achieved with Random Forest classifier on all the variables. 
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4 Research Methodology 

 
Research is process which help in finding solution for a problem by using 

methodology in a structured and organized way. Methodology means “the systematic 

study of methods that are, can be, or have been applied within a discipline” [41].  

This thesis applies mixed methodology, which combines both quantitative and 

qualitative approaches, Qualitative research has been used to explore and understand 

previous research, detection methods and nature of Spyware. Spyware taxonomy has 

been proposed on the basis of behavior by conducting a comprehensive study of 

available Spyware.   The quantitative approach is intended to develop a classifier and 

explore Spyware detection with the help of data mining and machine learning. Its 

correctness and practical functioning has been tested on set of binaries consist of 18 

Spyware and 119 benign. Data mining is applied for the feature extraction 

representation of quantitative data acquired from the binary files of Spyware and 

benign and then machine learning algorithms are applied for classification of both 

classes.  

4.1 Research Process 
The research process consists of two phases. In the first phase, study of related 

research was done which lead to formulation of research design with necessary 

parameters for experiment. This study also helped in defining taxonomy for Spyware. 

In the second phase, an application was developed that was responsible for feature 

extraction and feature representation in Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF) with a 

reduced set of features. ARFF was used to apply machine learning algorithms with the 

help of WEKA [22] for classification and for driving results. 

4.2 Research Design 
Research design is divided into following six parts. 

1. Related work study 

2. Formulation of Research Design and identifying necessary parameters for 

experiment 

3. Formulation of Taxonomy  

4. Data collection 

5. Application Development and Feature Extraction 

6. Experiments and Statistical Analysis 
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Figure 1 Research Methodology 

4.3 Related Work Study  
In the initial phase of the study a detailed review of related work was conducted to get 

understanding and know the current research. Chapter three presents a comprehensive 

overview of the related work and have provided solid base for the taxonomy 

formation, experiments and statistical analysis. Literature review also helped in 

formulating a systematic approach towards research problem. More than seventy 

relevant research papers were collected and twelve research studies are discussed in 

the related work chapter. To find relevant literature from different resources, 

taxonomic approach was used which include the sources on the basis of their 

preferences.  

4.4 Taxonomy Formation 
The analysis of the qualitative data resulted in Spyware taxonomy. Thesis investigates 

Spyware behavior and categorizes them in to different groups based on their 

poisonous nature. 
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4.5 Data collection 
Data collection and its quality is an essential part of data mining experiments as it 

serves a base for the research. It needs careful attention because experiments heavily 

rely on data. We tried to collect Spyware from an authentic resource [46] but most of 

the links are broken or sites hosting Spyware have been closed, so we only managed 

to download 18 Spyware. For the benign files we used [51] which provides file free 

from Spyware.   

4.6 Feature Reduction 
Feature reduction is critical element in our research. We need to reduce features of a 

binary in such a way that interesting features should not be left out from the 

experiment and uninterested features should as less as possible. We have adopted two 

approaches based on feature frequency and extraction of common feature in a class. 

Results from feature frequencies were divided into two groups on the basis of 

frequency ranges. With the application of these two approaches we are significantly 

successful in feature reduction, especially with common feature approach. 

4.7 Data Representation 
ARFF file is used to describe list of instances each sharing set of attributes. An 

attribute in ARFF is referred as a feature which can have Boolean value of “0” or “1”. 

Features retrieved in a reduced set are processed to form an ARFF database. Each 

instance in the database is relation of present or not present of every feature.  

4.8 Experiments and Statistical Analysis 
ARFF formation of the features is supplied to WEKA for the application machine 

learning algorithms and statistical analysis. The ZeroR algorithm is used as a base line 

for all the experiments, then two decision tree based algorithms J48 and Random 

Forest, one rule base algorithm JRip, one Bayesian network algorithm Naive Bayes, 

and one support vector machine algorithm SMO are applied. A statistical analysis of 

results is given by weak which is given in tabular and graphical form for comparison.  
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5 Scope and Aim 

5.1 Problem Formulation 
A study by AOL/NCSA shows that 80% computers were infected with Spyware 

programs [40]. Another study in 2004 indicated that 90% of all internet connected 

computers are infected with Spyware and that each computer has approximately 28 

Spyware traces. More than 33% of the infected computers contained dangerous 

Spyware, i.e., Malware [13].  

 

Anti-virus programs may not be capable of catching the Spyware normally, until they 

are instructed or designed for this purpose [15]. Current Anti-virus systems use the 

signature method or heuristic approach, against Spyware. Signature based Anti-virus 

systems use specific features or unique strings extracted from binary code [16, 17]. 

This method demonstrates good results for known viruses but lacks the capability of 

identifying new and unseen malicious codes [18, 16, 20]. Heuristic-based systems try 

to detect known and unknown Malware on the basis of rules defined by experts who 

define behavior patterns for malicious and benign software [16, 21]. The heuristic 

method is considered costly and often ineffective against new Spyware [28].  The 

focus is not on Spyware in these programs and little research exists about using them 

to detect Spyware. Consequently, we cannot be sure that they are capable of detecting 

new types of Spyware. So it may be possible to apply some other existing 

technologies which can help in finding new Spyware.  

5.2 Purpose 
Spyware are of different kinds. Different authors have suggested different taxonomies 

for Spyware on the basis of common activities present in all Spyware [31], on the 

basis of impact and loss occurred by them, on the basis of installation methods [42] 

and behavior of application [17].  The measures to remove Spyware range from 

manual removal to automatic detection where as Automatic detection always have 

been problem specially finding new threats. 

 

Data mining have been used widely in different areas for detection of pattern and/or 

finding correlations between data and using them for unseen scenarios / situation. 

Several successful studies have been carried out on using machine learning and data 
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mining for malicious code detection. However, these studies have focused on specific 

Malware i.e. PC-based viruses.  

 

Having given this background, we put forward the questions if data mining and 

machine learning can be used for detecting Spyware and how much data mining 

technique is reliable for detection of Spyware?. Although previous investigations of 

usage of data mining against different threats may have produced reliable results but 

the question is, can data mining help in detection of Spyware?  

 

Conclusively, this thesis aims to answer the following Research Questions (RQ): 

RQ 1. How can Spyware taxonomy, generated on the basis of behavior, be used to 

indicate the severity of Spyware? 

RQ 2. Which existing malicious code detectors can be used for detecting Spyware and 

what are the pros and cons of each method?  

RQ 3. a. What is the possibility of detecting a new Spyware type with a model 

generated from data that represent one or more specific types of Spyware? 

RQ 3. b. How capable is a model, trained in detecting a specific type of Spyware, of 

detecting a new instance of that type? 
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6 Theoretical Analysis 

6.1 Hierarchy 
We defined a hierarchical approach for our work. We organized our work into four 

stages. In the first stage we defined taxonomy of Spyware on the basis of its behavior, 

which may help us achieve detection of specific classes of Spyware. Then we 

reviewed existing detection methods and chose data mining as our candidate detection 

method. We also decided to use n-grams as an approach to represent features that 

could be processed by the data mining algorithms. During the third step we defined 

our analysis type which is static analysis. In the fourth and final step we performed 

actual experiment. We decided to experimentally compare two different data set 

representations of n-grams; namely the common n-grams and the frequency of 

occurrence of n-grams.  

6.2 Taxonomy of Spyware 
Researchers have identified various types of Spyware. They have also formalized 

different classes of Spyware on the basis of various parameters [47, 48]. Borrowing 

from the most commonly used terminology on Spyware [45, 46], we have classified 

Spyware on the basis of behavior. The basic purpose of our classification was to 

provide a means to indicate to the user which class of Spyware was detected when 

examining a particular file. Different classes may exhibit various levels of severity. 

Thus, the classification may help the user in taking a decision about how to act against 

the identified Spyware. However, as will be discussed more extensively later, we 

were unable to find a large enough number of Spyware instances. Due to this fact, we 

use a more rough classification into either Spyware or benign for the subsequent 

experiments. The learning and classification of subclasses of Spyware is therefore 

described in theory but experiments are postponed to future work. Our classification 

of Spyware is as follows:  

6.2.1 Loggers 

Loggers are programs that record or log different data on the system and send the 

information to a third party. Alternatively, the data can be retrieved by a third party at 

a later stage.  The user data can be in the shape of keystrokes, which may include 

personal information, passwords, forms filled out by user, email addresses, or Internet 
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URLs. The data can also include screen shots taken at regular intervals. Subclasses of 

loggers are: 

• Key logger and Password Recorders 

• Internet URL Loggers and Screen Recorders  

• Chat and Email Recorders  

6.2.2 Advertisers 

The advertisers are used for Internet Marketing. Sales and Marketing experts are 

interested in having knowledge about the behavior of different customers, which 

helps them in defining their sales strategies and capturing target customers. These 

programs have capabilities to display advertisements either in pop-up windows, 

through text links or as search results. They usually try to gather information 

anonymously. Different types of advertisers are: 

• Adware 

• Web Bugs  

6.2.3 Resource Hijackers 

Typically, this category includes Spyware that hijack system resources and change 

computer settings. We identify three different kinds of hijackers: 

• Browser hijackers / Page Hijackers 

• Dialer / Modem Hijackers 

• Cookies / Track ware / Data Miners 

6.2.4 Remote Administration Tools 

Remote Administration Tools (RATs) is a term that is often used interchangeably for 

Remote Administered Trojans or tools. They provide hidden functionality of either 

controlling a complete system or collecting information. The following are the 

different types of RATs: 

• Remote Administration Tool (RAT) / PC Hijacking 

• Trojans 

6.3 Existing Malicious Code Detectors 

We have performed a literature survey for identifying and reviewing the existing 

malicious code detectors and found that two methods were used in the past; 
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Signature-based Detectors and Heuristic-based Detectors. A new type of detection i.e. 

Data Mining is also under research.  

 

Signature-based detection is perhaps the oldest detection technique and it is still 

available in most of the commercial software against malicious code. Signature-based 

detectors use specific features or unique strings extracted from binary code. These 

strings are normally file byte code and simple comparison is performed for searching 

these byte codes. This method demonstrates good results for known malicious code 

but lacks the capability of identifying new and unseen malicious code. Companies 

need to maintain their signature database updated and such updates are also required 

on the end user systems.  

 

Heuristic detectors are used to detect unknown malicious code on the basis of rules 

defined by experts who formalize patterns for malicious and benign software. They 

have an analytical component which uses either complex analysis or an expert system. 

These detectors can be used against files, events or actions and are considered costly 

and often ineffective against new Spyware [19]. 

 

Data mining detectors analyze data to find structural patterns which can be further 

used for distinguishing between benign and malware. One common approach is to use 

supervised learning algorithms to generate a model from training data, which can help 

in the detection of new or unseen Spyware.  

6.4 Feature Type 
The input for data mining algorithms is usually represented by a number of features, 

or attributes. The raw data for this input can be collected from different sources 

ranging from application binaries to network traffic. The data is converted to different 

types such as: n-gram of byte sequences, system calls, assembly instructions and text 

features from EULA. From any given sequence, a sub-sequence of n items is called n-

gram. For detection purposes, we may regard an n-gram as a sequence of bytes that is 

extracted from the hexadecimal dump of an executable program. An API is set of 

functions, data structures, methods or classes and/or protocols provided by library of 

operating system to support requests by applications. API call sequences help the 

program to perform some specific action such as using some operating system 
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services or communicating over some specific protocol. Due to this reason they are 

used for mining. Assembly instruction sequences are collected by disassembling the 

binaries. They show the sequence of operations performed by the program and 

services used by program. Assembly instructions consists of two parts i.e. OpCode 

and operand. Researchers focused only on the OpCode.  

 

Text features from EULA of applications are used to classify EULA by using data 

mining and machine learning. Text patterns from the End User License Agreement 

(EULA) are extracted because many Spyware mention about their presence in such 

way that user can not understand it. Learning algorithms are applied on the text 

patterns to indicate whether application is malicious or benign. 

6.5 Analysis Type 
There are two types of analysis, static and dynamic. In static analysis the actual binary 

file is analyzed. The program is not executed in virtual or real environment. The 

instruction set, system calls, and information about flow of program are collected. 

Different reverse engineering methods like disassembly is used to obtain intermediate 

representation for analysis. Methods in this category are Scanners, Integrity shells and 

Cryptographic Checksums.  

 

In dynamic analysis programs are analyzed by executing them in a real or virtual 

environment. The behavior of the program is observed and collected. Different 

functions performed by the program are gathered for analysis.  

6.6 Data Mining 
 

Data mining is a process for finding and describing structural patterns and/or finding 

correlations in/between data already present in database and using them for unseen 

scenarios / situation. Reference [43, 22] defines the data mining with help of 

following parameters: 

1. Data is stored electronically. 

2. Structural patterns in data can be searched automatically, augmented, identify 

results, validate them, and used for forecasting solution of problems when 

analyzed. 
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According to [50], tasks of classification, regression, clustering, summarization, 

dependency modeling and change and deviation detection are associated with data 

mining. The output of data mining process is generally a model 

Classification 

A process in which data is classified into two or more predefined classes. We defined 

our classes for experiment on the basis of taxonomy generated but due to less 

instances of Spyware collected we divided our data into two classes i.e. Benign and 

Spyware. As mentioned in Section 6.2 of Chapter 6, we generated 4 different classes 

of Spyware on the basis of their behavior. These classes may be used in future for 

performing experiments. However in experiment we have used only Spyware and 

Benign class due to small data set and having less instances of each class.   

Model / Classifier 

Summary of a data set in a structured and interpretable way which can be used for 

prediction. Classifier learns to perform the classification on the data set. In other 

words it is mapping of data into classes with an interpretation procedure. They are 

produced by using learning algorithms on a set of data.  

6.7 Classifier Learning Algorithms 
Different algorithms are present but we have used ZeroR, JRip, J48, Naive Bayes, 

Random Forest, and SMO algorithms for our experiment. These algorithms have been 

used in various studies [18, 19, 27, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38] previously. In every study, a 

different algorithm has performed better than the other. In studies [27, 36] a Decision 

Tree have performed better than others. In [38] Random Forest performed better. So 

we decided to take all those algorithms which have performed best in previous studies 

and perform experiments by using them.  The following is a brief description of how 

these algorithms work. 

 

ZeroR is used as a baseline for comparison with other algorithms. In ZeroR, the value 

of an attribute is predicted as it should be equal to its average value on the training set. 

ZeroR classifier functions by classifying all instances as they belong to same class, 

consequently produce same results for ACC and AUC because the classes are 

represented by an equivalent number of instances. 
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J48 is decision-tree-based learning algorithm. Decision trees recursively partition 

instances from the root node to some leaf node and tree is constructed. In learning 

they adopt top-down approach and traverse tree to make a set of rules which is used 

for classification.  

 

Random Forest is an ensemble learner. In this, collection of decision trees is used and 

mode is obtained which gives better predictions than single decision tree.  

 

JRip is a rule based classifier. This classifier produce mode on the basis of positive or 

negative / accept or reject. They keep adjusting their model and at some moment 

obtain perfect model which is not affected by further examples. 

 

SMO is used for solving quadratic programming optimization problems. For solving 

the problem SMO breaks up large problems into a series of smallest possible. It is 

widely used for the training of Support Vector Machines (SVM). SVMs are used for 

classification and regression. In SVM data is considered as linear and non-linear. 

SVMs are used for finding the optimal hyper plane which can maximize the distance / 

margin between the two classes. In simple words SVMs use decision planes to define 

decision boundaries. A decision plane is one that separates objects, in a set, having 

different class memberships 

 

A Naive Bayes classifier is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes theorem with 

independence assumptions, i.e., the different features in the data set are assumed not 

to be dependent of each other.  

6.8 Algorithm Configuration  
All the algorithms were used together with their WEKA default configuration. This 

configuration is present in the following Table 1.  
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WEKA 

Algorithm 

Configuration 

ZeroR Default 

Naive Bayes Display Mode: False, Kernel Estimator: False, Supervised 

discretization: false 

SMO 

 

Kernel: Polynomial, Complexity: 1.0, Logistic Model: False, 

Epsilon: 1.0E-12, Filter: Normalize Training Data, Folds: -1, 

Random Seed: 1, Tolerance Parameter: 0.0010 

JRip Pruning: true, Number of optimizations: 2, Seed: 1, Folds: 3, 

Error Rate: True 

J48 

 

Pruning: Sub tree raising, Pruning confidence factor: 0.25, binary 

Splits: False, Folds: 3, Seed:1  

Random Forest  Number of trees: 10, Depth: 0 

Table 1. Algorithm Configuration 

 

6.9 Performance Evaluation 
Cross-validation (CV) is a statistical method for estimating the accuracy (or error) of 

a classifier. The available data is divided into a fixed number (n) of folds or partitions. 

Iteratively, training is performed on n-1 of the folds and the leftover partition is used 

for testing. This process is repeated until all folds have been tested once. We have 

used ten-fold cross-validation, which means that our data set is divided randomly into 

10 parts and each part has approximately the same class distribution as the total data 

set. Thus, in this way the learning procedure is executed a total of 10 times on 

different training sets. Finally, the 10 accuracy or error estimates are averaged to yield 

an overall performance estimate. According to [22] each individual ten fold cross-

validations may not be enough to get a reliable estimate as it may contain substantial 

variance. The process shall be repeated 10 times which will invoke the learning 

algorithm a 100 times and the average of 10 ten-fold cross validations is used to get a 

fairly accurate estimate of the performance. 

 

ROC curves are used to determine the performance of classifier without regard to 

class distribution or error cost. In a ROC curve the True Positives Rate (TPR) is 

plotted in function of the False Positives Rate (FPR). Numbers of positives included 

in sample are plotted on y-axis, expressed as a percentage of total number of 

positives. Number of negatives are plotted on x-axis and expressed as a percentage of 

total number of negatives. It is plotted from south-west corner of graph and iteratively 
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choosing the next instance. 

Predicted Class 

 Yes No 

Yes True Positive False Negative 

 

Actual Class 

No False Positive True Negative 

Table 2.  Input for creating ROC curves [22] 
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7 Investigation 

 

This chapter describes experiments performed by using supervised learning 

algorithms (ZeroR, JRip, J48, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, SMO) on a collection of 

datasets that used the frequency of occurrence of a feature and common features in a 

class. Our approach is not different from the approaches discussed in chapter 3. Our 

major contribution comes from Spyware samples and application of data mining as 

complete process. Before this, data mining has been used on viruses and malwares. 

We have followed a complete structural process from problem statement, data 

collection, and model interpretation to drawing conclusions. 

 

The basic unit of our analysis is executable files on a Windows platform. We 

performed experiments with Spyware. The operating system used for running 

experiments was Kubuntu Linux 9.04. WEKA [22] is used to perform machine 

learning algorithms. We have developed a UNIX based application, responsible for 

feature extraction and Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF) generation based on the 

given input for feature selection. ARFF format is then loaded into WEKA for 

experiments. All collected binaries, Spyware and benign, were moved to Kubuntu 

environment for processing by our application and then for classification on WEKA.  

7.1 Data Collection 
Our data set consists of 137 binaries out of which 119 are benign and 18 are Spyware. 

Benign files were collected from [51] which certify the files as Spyware free. 

Spyware files were downloaded from the links given at [46], but most of links were 

broken.  

7.2 Data Processing 

Data has been processed in a two way approach, Common Feature Based Extraction 

(CFBE) and Frequency Based Feature Extraction (FBFE). The purpose of having two 

approaches is to retrieve Reduced Feature Set (RFS) which are then used to generate 

ARFF database for applying machine learning algorithms.  

 

An algorithm Feature Extractor is developed for CFBE, FBFE and RFS. This 

algorithm is further implemented in form of an application to make feature extraction 
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process automatic, named Binary Feature Extractor. Application is fully customizable 

on the basis of multiple options provided as command line parameter.  

7.3 Binary Feature Extractor: Application 
Application is developed in Bash scripting under Kubuntu environment. It processes 

binaries to generate byte sequence, extracts features based on occurrence frequency 

and based on common features in a class, and at the end generates two ARFF database 

files, one for frequency based feature extraction and second for extracting common 

features. It takes number of optional arguments like n-gram size, feature occurrence 

frequencies to consider, number of bytes to skip, etc. Application uses standard UNIX 

utilities for every process. Table 3 shows the pseudo code of feature extractor 

algorithm. Figure 2 is the graphical representation of application flow. Shaded area 

shown in the diagram is indication for parallel processes. The application consists of 

six sub-processes which are supported by helper functions. These processes are 

1. Byte Sequence Process 

2. N-Gram Process 

3. FBFE Process 

4. CFBE Process 

5. ARFF Generation Process 

6. Helper Functions 

 
Algorithm FeatureExtractor 
Input:  

1. Binaries, B 
2. N-Gram Size, N 
3. Directory handler flag, D. Optional Parameter 
4. Frequency flag, F. Optional Parameter 
5. Skip Bytes size, S. Optional Parameter. Has a default value 
6. Lower Limit for frequency, L. Optional parameter. Has a 

default value. 

7. Upper Limit for frequency, U. Optional parameter. Has a 
default value. 

Output: 

1. Frequency based ARFF Database. 
2. Common feature based ARFF Database. 

 

[1] Set parameter values on the basis of given input 

[2] Scan classes and generate list 

[3] Convert binaries into byte sequence. 

[4] Make n-grams 

[5] FBEP: Calculate frequencies for each n-gram in a class 

[6] FBEP: Discard useless n-grams 

[7] FBEP: Merge unique n-grams for both classes 

[8] CFBE: Extract common features in a class 

[9] CFBE: Merge unique n-grams for both class 

[10] ARFF: Generate frequency based feature database 

[11] ARFF: Generate common based feature database 

[12] Exit 

Table 3. Pseudo Code of Feature Extractor Algorithm 

Deleted: Figure 2
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Figure 2 Application Flow 

 

Following is a brief description of the application processes and functions. 

Byte Sequence process makes file conversion from binary to a byte sequence in each 

class. Application uses “xxd” [44] UNIX utility for conversion.  

 

N-Gram process pieces out the byte sequence into a desired size of “n” and also 

optionally skip “x” number of bytes. Although skipping of bytes is not used in our 
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experiments for now, it may be included in future. This process also makes sure that 

each line contains one n-gram and length of a single line is equal to the size of “n”. 

Application default size for “n” is 3. 

 

Frequency process calculates frequency of each n-gram in a class and discards n-

grams on the basis of frequency range provided to the application. It helps in 

reduction of final attributes. Application default frequency range is 10 to 500 so all n-

grams whose frequency lies in this range will be considered for further process.  

 

CFBE extracts n-grams which are present in all byte sequence files in a class. This 

process has significantly reduced the final set of attributes. Numbers are discussed in 

section 7.6. 

 

ARFF process generates two standard ARFF Spyware databases based on frequency 

and common features which are later used for performing experiments in WEKA. All 

attributes in database are treated as Boolean attributes. ARFF process searches for 

every n-gram in all byte sequences for a class and assign a value to the attribute which 

can be either “1” or “0” on the present/not present basis. 

 

Two helper functions are implemented which are Directory/File Handler and N-Gram 

Class Merger. Directory/File handler is responsible for scanning directories consisting 

binaries for each class and providing a list to requested process to handle. N-Gram 

Family merger merges and sort n-grams in ascending order for a class into single byte 

sequence file. 

7.4 Spyware classification 
Chapter 6 describes a theoretical taxonomy of Spyware. We were not able to collect 

more number of Spyware binaries than 19 due to broken links. This has repelled us 

towards reduction of the number of used classes to two, Benign and Spyware, for the 

experiments.  

7.5 N-Gram Size 
A number of research studies has shown that better results are gained through n-gram 

size 5 [32, 35]. In the light of previous research, we chose three different n-gram 

sizes, 4, 5, and 6, for the FBFE and CBFE experiments.  
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7.6 Feature Reduction 
Features are reduced by applying FBFE and CBFE. In FBFE, byte sequences were 

distributed in three different frequency ranges. In the frequency calculation of n-

grams, there were n-grams like 0x0000000000, 0xFFFFFFFFFF, and 0x0000000001 

which have more than 10,000 occurrence frequencies, there is huge jump to more than 

10,000 in frequencies after 500, and these n-grams are few sometimes less than 10. 

The number of N-grams lying in 50 to 80 frequency range are tend to almost equal to 

the n-grams lying in 81 to 500. Frequency analysis helped us to make 3 frequency 

ranges 1-49, 50-80, and 81-500. Reduced features are obtained with three frequency 

ranges 1-49, 50-80, and 81-500.  

 

After analysis of number of n-grams in each frequency range, it was decided to not 

perform experiments on 1-49 because of very high number of n-grams in reduced 

feature set. For example, in n-gram 5, total number of n-grams was 27,865,739 and n-

grams gained in reduced feature set turned out to 21,987,533. It was a clear indication 

that it contains a large amount of uninteresting features. CBFE has reduced feature set 

in a large extent as it can be seen in Table 4 that n-gram 4 RF turned out to be only 

536 features out of 34,832,131. Table 4 shows statistics based on number of features 

in a class, total number of features, and RF sets based on different frequency ranges 

for FBFE and CFBE. 

 

 Size / Features N-Gram: 4 N-Gram: 5 N-Gram: 6 

Benign Features 26,474,673 21,179,768 17,649,809 

Spyware Features 8,357,458 6,685,971 5,571,645 

Total Features 85,919,324 27,865,739 23,221,454 

FR = 1 - 49 26,269,292 21,987,533 18,746,618 

FR = 50 - 80 5,282 3,226 2,286 

FR = 81 - 500 6,018 3,929 2,788 

CFBE 536 514 322 
FR= Frequency Range 

Table 4. Feature Statistics 

Deleted: Table 4

Deleted: Table 4
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8 Experiment 

8.1 Performance Evaluation Criteria 
Test data was used to test the model. From the response of classifiers relevant 

confusion matrices were created. The following four metrics define the members of 

the matrix. 

True Positive (TP): Number of correctly identified benign programs. 

False Positive (FP): Number of wrongly identified Spyware programs. 

True Negative (TN): Number of correctly identified Spyware programs. 

False Negative (FN): Number of wrongly identified benign programs. 

 

The performance of each classifier was evaluated using the true positive rate, false 

positive rate and overall accuracy which are defined as follows: 

True Positive Rate (TPR): Percentage of correctly identified benign programs 

(TP / TP+FN) 

False Positive Rate (FPR): Percentage of wrongly identified Spyware programs 

(FP / TN+FP) 

Overall Accuracy (ACC): Percentage of correctly identified programs  

(TP+TN / TP+TN+FP+FN) 

8.2 Results 
Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 represent the results for each size of n-gram on CFBE 

and FBFE methods. Two feature sets produced as results of FBFE. First features set 

have range of frequency of instances from 50 – 80 and second set have range of 

frequency from 81-500. Each table shows the results for base line classifier and four 

learning algorithms. Six Metrics: True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate 

(TNR), False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR), Area under ROC 

Curve (AUC) and Overall Accuracy (ACC) are used to show results for each 

algorithm. Algorithms whose performance is significantly better or degraded than 

base classifier ZeroR in corrected paired t-test (confidence 0.05 and 0.10, two tailed) 

is also indicated. No learning algorithm was tuned to enhance performance. All 

algorithms are used at their default configuration which in mentioned in Table 1.  
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8.3 N-Gram Size = 4 
Results for n-gram size 4 are shown in Table 5 and Figure 4 and Figure 5. Feature set 

produced as results of CFBE have showed that J48 have yielded best results in ACC 

among all. It’s slightly better than Random Forest and JRip. The accuracy level of 

Naive Bayes is mediocre. SMO have achieved lowest level. The difference between 

higher and lowest performance is 3.3. All the algorithms have performed better than 

base line. For the Area under ROC Curve, Random Forest performed is best while the 

J48 who have best results in ACC is at mediocre level. The difference between best 

performance and lowest is 0.118. The highest TPR is given by JRip. High TPR with 

Low FPR is given by Random Forest. Lowest TPR with highest FPR is given by 

SMO. 

 

In range 50-80 SMO and J48 have produced highest results in ACC while in range 

81-500 SMO is giving highest results in ACC.  In frequency range 50-80 SMO and 

J48 are slightly better than JRip. In frequency range 81-500 SMO is slightly better 

than J48. In frequency range 50-80 highest TPR is given by JRip and highest AUC is 

given by Random Forest. While in range of 801-500 highest TPR and AUC is given 

by Random Forest. While comparing the both frequencies there is not much huge 

difference of ACC between range 50-80 and 81-500 and overall results in 50-80 are 

better than 81-500. 
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N-gram 

size = 4 

 

Classifier TPR TNR FPR FNR AUC ACC 

Common n-gram Based 

ZeroR 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.500 

(0.000) 

86.923 

(2.726) 

Naive 

Bayes 

0.973 0.270 0.730 0.027 0.617
v
 

(0.176) 

88.209 

(6.174) 

SMO 0.935 0.335 0.665 0.065 0.635
 v
 

(0.186) 

86.566 

(8.130) 

J48 0.992 0.270 0.730 0.008 0.631
 v
 

(0.169) 

89.896 

(5.104) 

Random 

Forest 

0.979 0.335 0.665 0.021 0.732 

(0.238) 

89.489 

(5.520) 

 

JRip 0.993 0.235 0.765 0.007 0.614 

(0.158) 

89.456 

(4.943) 

Frequency Range 50-80 

ZeroR 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.5000 

(0.000) 

86.923 

(2.726) 

Naive 

Bayes 

0.916 0.295 0.705 0.084 0.622 

(0.200) 

83.703 

(8.202) 

SMO 0.946 0.485 0.515 0.054 0.716 

(0.187) 

88.5222 

(7.530) 

J48 0.977 0.270 0.730 0.023 0.623 

(0.168) 

88.5222 

(5.899) 

Random 

Forest 

0.960 0.280 0.720 0.040 0.784 

(0.205) 

87.077 

(6.477) 

 

JRip 0.981 0.220 0.780 0.019 0.600 

(0.160) 

88.077 

(6.281) 

Frequency Range 81-500 

ZeroR 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.500 

(0.000) 

86.923 

(2.726) 

Naive 

Bayes 

0.864  0.300  0.700  0.136  0.620 

(0.234) 

79.379* 

(12.289) 

SMO 0.973  0.375  0.625  0.027  0.674
 v
 

(0.195) 

89.659 

(5.934) 

J48 0.975  0.260  0.740  0.025  0.616 

(0.172) 

88.418 

(6.217) 

Random 

Forest 

0.978  0.295  0.705  0.022  0.789
 v
 

(0.203) 

88.824 

(5.663) 

 

JRip 0.963  0.160  0.840  0.037  0.562 

(0.140) 

85.846 

(7.310) 
* Significantly worse at confidence 0.10 
V- -Significantly better at confidence 0.05 

Table 5 Results of Experiment for n-gram 4 
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Comparision of ACC with n-gram = 4
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Figure 3. Comparison of ACC with n-gram = 4 

 

Comparision of AUC with n-gram = 4
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Figure 4. Comparison of AUC with n-gram = 4 

 

8.4 N-Gram Size = 5 
Results for n-gram size 4 are shown in Table 6 and Figure 6 and Figure 7. Feature set 

produced as results of CFBE have showed that J48 have yielded best results in ACC 

and SMO produces worse result. Results of SMO are lower than base line ZeroR. The 

difference between the results of J48, Naive Bayes and JRip is not very high. All the 

algorithms except SMO have performed better than base line. For the Area under 

ROC Curve, Random Forest performed has highest value and then J48. The highest 

TPR is given by J48. High TPR with Low FPR is given by Random Forest. Lowest 

TPR with highest FPR is given by SMO. 
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N-gram 

size = 5 

 

Classifier TPR TNR FPR FNR AUC ACC 

Common n-gram Based 

ZeroR 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.500 86.923 

(2.726) 

Naive 

Bayes 

0.986  0.270  0.730  0.014  0.622
 v
 

(0.171) 

89.363 

(5.439) 

SMO 0.921  0.255  0.745  0.079  0.588 

(0.163) 

83.418 

(8.590) 

J48 0.994  0.260  0.740  0.006  0.630
 v
 

(0.157) 

89.885 

(4.786) 

Random 

Forest 

0.975  0.305  0.695  0.025  0.687 
v
 

(0.225) 

88.610 

(6.192) 

 

JRip 0.993  0.205  0.795  0.007  0.599
 v
 

(0.136) 

89.154 

(4.361) 

Frequency Range 50-80 

ZeroR 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.5000 

(0.000) 

86.923 

(2.726) 

Naive 

Bayes 

0.962 0.270 0.730 0.038 0.615
 
 

(0.171) 

87.258 

(6.198) 

SMO 0.936 0.390 0.610 0.064 0.663
 v
 

(0.174) 

86.396 

(6.651) 

J48 0.953 0.320 0.680 0.047 0.644
 v
 

(0.204) 

87.154 

(7.721) 

Random 

Forest 

0.977 0.260 0.740 0.023 0.768
 v
 

(0.234) 

88.451 

(5.935) 

 

JRip 0.976 0.255 0.745 0.024 0.618
 v
 

(0.165) 

88.214 

(5.852) 

Frequency Range 81-500 

ZeroR 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.500 

(0.000) 

86.923 

(2.726) 

Naive 

Bayes 

0.964 0.270 0.730 0.036 0.619
 v
 

(0.613) 

87.396 

(5.692) 

SMO 0.960 0.385 0.615 0.040 0.672
 v
 

(0.178) 

88.429 

(5.961) 

J48 0.920 0.350 0.650 0.080 0.629 

(0.242) 

84.687 

(6.979) 

Random 

Forest 

0.973 0.245 0.755 0.027 0.780
 v
 

(0.211) 

87.940 

(5.576) 

 

JRip 0.927 0.420 0.590 0.073 0.669
 v
 

(0.197) 

85.956 

(7.176) 
V -Significantly better at confidence 0.05 

Table 6 Results of Experiment for n-gram 5 
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In range 50-80 Random Forest gave best results in ACC which are slightly better than 

JRip. In range 81-500 SMO is giving highest results in ACC. In frequency range 50-

80 J48 have given mediocre results in ACC. In frequency range 81-500 Naive Bayes 

and Random Forest are at mediocre level. In frequency range 50-80 highest TPR is 

given by Random Forest which is just better or almost equal to JRip. Highest AUC is 

given by Random Forest. FPR rate is highest in JRip, Random Forest and Naive 

Bayes with little differences. While in range of 801-500 highest TPR and AUC is 

given by Random Forest. Highest FPR is also given by Random Forest, which is 

slightly higher than FPR of Naive Bayes. While comparing the both frequencies 

results produced by range 50-80 are overall better than results produced by range 81-

500. 

Comparision of ACC with n-gram = 5
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Figure 5. Comparison of ACC with n-gram = 5 
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Figure 6. Comparison of AUC with n-gram = 5 
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8.5 N-Gram Size = 6 
Results for n-gram size 4 are shown in Table 7 and Figure 8 and Figure 9. Feature set 

produced as results of CFBE have showed that J48 have yielded 90.549 which is best 

result in ACC among all. It’s slightly better than Naive Bayes. Random Forest and 

JRip are at middle level. SMO is at lowest level. The difference between higher and 

lowest performance is 3.175. All the algorithms have performed better than base line. 

For the Area under ROC Curve, Random Forest performed best. The difference 

between best performance and lowest by Naive Bayes is 0.139. The highest TPR is 

given by J48 which is 1.  

 

In range 50-80 Random Forest is at the top of list with highest results in ACC while in 

range 81-500 SMO is giving highest results in ACC.  In frequency range 50-80 

highest TPR is given by JRip and highest AUC is given by Random Forest. While in 

range of 801-500 highest TPR and AUC is given by Random Forest.  

 

Graphs of all the tables clearly depict that feature set produced by CFBE have 

produced better results in ACC than feature sets produced by FBFE. While the FBFE 

range 50-80 have produced better results in AUC when size of n-gram was 4. Data Set 

produced by FBFE for range of 50-80 have performed better than data set of range 

81-500 in ACC. Data Set of FBFE for range of 81-500 have performed better or near 

to all others data sets in AUC except when n-gram size was 6. While comparing the 

data sets for two ranges produced from FBFE, it is clear from graphs that results of 

range 50-80 are better than in range 80-100 in ACC. Results are very close to each 

other for both ranges in AUC. 
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N-gram 

size = 6 

 

Classifier TPR TNR FPR FNR AUC ACC 

Common n-gram Based 

ZeroR 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.500 86.923 

(2.726) 

Naive 

Bayes 

0.992  0.260 0.740 0.008 0.612 

(0.194) 

89.802 

(4.894) 

SMO 0.960 0.290 0.710 0.040 0.625 

(0.174) 

87.374 

(6.989) 

J48 1.000 0.260 0.740 0.000 0.630 

(0.161) 

90.549 

(4.330) 

Random 

Forest 

0.974 0.300 0.700 0.026 0.751 

(0.224) 

88.747 

(5.758) 

 

JRip 0.981 0.255 0.745 0.019 0.618 

(0.164) 

88.775 

(5.405) 

Frequency Range 50-80 

ZeroR 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.5000 

(0.000) 

86.923 

(2.726) 

Naive 

Bayes 

0.964 0.260 0.740 0.036 0.609 

(0.169) 

87.412 

(6.269) 

SMO 0.954 0.380 0.620 0.046 0.667
 v
 

(0.173) 

88.022 

(6.102) 

J48 0.983 0.205 0.795 0.017 0.598 

(0.156) 

88.302 

(5.519) 

Random 

Forest 

0.981 0.300 0.700 0.019 0.828
 v
 

(0.176) 

89.302 

(5.450) 

 

JRip 0.988 0.160 0.840 0.012 0.574 

(0.124) 

88.154 

(4.212) 

Frequency Range 81-500 

ZeroR 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.500 

(0.000) 

86.923 

(2.726) 

Naive 

Bayes 

0.971 0.285 0.715 0.029 0.628
 v
 

(0.181) 

88.049 

(6.135) 

SMO 0.955 0.480 0.520 0.045 0.718
 v
 

(0.204) 

89.297 

(7.266) 

J48 0.955 0.310 0.690 0.045 0.650
 v
 

(0.189) 

86.962 

(7.500) 

Random 

Forest 

0.974 0.270 0.730 0.026 0.833
 v
 

(0.179) 

88.258 

(6.015) 

 

JRip 0.945 0.375 0.625 0.055 0.661
 v 

(0.188) 

86.989 

(7.371) 
V -Significantly better at confidence 0.05 

Table 7 Results of Experiment for n-gram 6 
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Comparision of ACC with n-gram=6
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Figure 7 Comparison of ACC with n-gram = 6 

 

 
 

Comparision of AUC with n-gram = 6
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Figure 8. Comparison of AUCC with n-gram = 6 
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9 Conclusion 

 

The main objective of the present work is to establish a method in Spyware detection 

research using data mining techniques. These techniques are used for information 

retrieval and classification. In application of techniques, there was only one change 

that computer programs were used rather than text documents.   

 

We showed the usage of n-grams of byte sequences of different size for applying data 

mining. We compare two different feature selection methods and five classifiers and 

provided empirical results. Although no standard data set was available and we were 

able to collect very small number of Spyware, but benign data set was “Tested 

Spyware free” from the source [51]. We are successful in achieving 90.5 % overall 

accuracy from J48 in common n-gram method where n-gram size was 6. Currently 

our False Positive rate is higher because of small data sets, as in data mining, larger 

the data set is better the results are [22].  We did a graphical comparison of the results 

also and it was shown that in overall accuracy Common Feature reduction method 

gives better results than others. We used area under ROC curves as our performance 

metric and highest value we got is 0.833 with Random Forest in frequency based 

selection method where frequency was from 81-500 and n-gram size was 6.  
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10 Future Work 

 

The Spyware detection using data mining research is in its primary stages. There are 

many possible ways to lead and needs to be researched and applied. Some of them are 

given below: 

10.1 Spyware and Benign Repository: 
We propose to make a Spyware programs and benign programs repository, which is 

tested in different ways. Spyware can be classified in this repository on different bases 

such as their behavior, functionality and instruction sets. Such repository can serve as 

standard data set for future experiments in this field.  

10.2 Selection of Features and their reduction 
Different choices for features can be made such as strings in binary files and 

instruction set. Instruction sets can be of fixed length or variable length. These 

features can be reduced to produce final feature set by using different statistical 

measures. It will also worthy to determine which range features produce better results. 

They may also be classified before usage by using different classifiers. Different n-

gram sizes can be tested.  

10.3 Classifiers and Evaluation 
Different classifiers can be used with different configurations to find optimal 

configuration for usage. The performance of these classifiers can also be measure on 

different criteria’s except Area under ROC Curve 

10.4 Merging of EULA 
Many Spyware are mentioned in the EULA also and research is going on for their 

detection in EULA by using data mining. Detection of Spyware EULA with our 

proposed methodology can be merged to have better tool for Spyware detection.  

10.5 Distinction between Illegal / Criminal Spyware and 
commercial Spyware 

Some Spyware are also available commercially for the personal usage or by network 

administrators. These Spyware in their behavior / functionality are not different from 

others. A mechanism can be defined to draw a line between commercial Spyware and 

illegal Spyware. This line can help in their detection.  
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11 Glossary  

ACC 

 

Overall Accuracy  

ANN Artificial Neural Networks 

API Application Programming Interface 

ARFF Attribute-Relation File Format  

AUC Area Under Curve 

CFBE Common Feature Based Extraction 

CNG Common N-Gram Analysis 

DF  Document Frequency 

DLL Dynamic Link Library 

DT Decision Tree 

EULA End User License Agreement 

FBFE Frequency Based Feature Extraction 

FN False Negative 

FP False Positive 

FS Fisher’s Score  

GR Gain Ratio 

KNN K-Nearest Neighbor  

MFP Malicious File Percentage 

NB Naive Bayes  

OpCode Operation Code 

PUP Potentially Unwanted Programs  

RAT Remote Administration Tool 

RFS Reduced Feature Set 

ROC Receiver operating characteristic 

SMO Sequential Minimal Optimization 

SVM Support Vector Machine 

TF-IDF Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency 
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TN True Negative 

TP True Positive 

WEKA Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis 

ZeroR  Zero Rule 
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